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Must Visit – The Baker House Lake Geneva Wisconsin
April 19, 2011 By Michalene Melges

If you are looking for things to do, The
Baker House, Lake Geneva,
is sure to
provide ample entertainment for you and
your friends.
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The Baker House in Lake Geneva is an EXPERIENCE! They offer live
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entertainment, come as you are dining in a luxuriously appointed historic

Lake Geneva WI 53147-0460

building. The Baker House overlooks Lake Geneva. Atmosphere alone
makes the Baker House stand out. There is no other resort with the
history or elegance that has pristine views of the lake that even comes
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close to the Baker House in Lake Geneva.

Copyright www.BakerHouse1885.com

From the moment you walk in the door, The Baker House, Lake Geneva grabs
your attention and brings you into the activity. Be prepared to travel back in
time!
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Everybody plays a role in the experience. The staff is dressed in vintage costuming! That alone will take you back to a
bygone era. As a visitor, you can choose a hat to wear. You can slip into a role that adds to the element of fun. You
could be a victorian bride or an old-fashioned mobster to a service man returning from the war… whichever hat you
choose will add to your persona of the evening.The Baker House features cocktails and small plate dining. Their lounge
is open late into the evening and during the summer months they offer sunset cocktails every night in the front garden
for their Sun Downer Celebration. Celebrate the Day and Toast the Night! Perfect for a romantic evening with your
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sweetheart or to share laughter and joy amongst friends!

Follow Our Blog!
The Baker House Lake Geneva – where men are real gentleman and women are true
ladies. Stop in for a visit, or visit their website to see what more The Baker House has to
offer!
For a terrific video about The Baker House Lake Geneva, click here. 
Trust me, it’s the perfect spot if you’ve been
boating on Lake Geneva all day to pull in and dock for a few hours to enjoy the evening!

To get notifications as soon as I post a blog
update, click "Follow This Blog" below!
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August 31, 2011 at 4:09 pm
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We chose the Baker House because unlike most Lake Geneva restaurants it was not ridiculously
overpriced. It is a tapas style restaurant which neither my husband or I had ever experienced. Tapas is appetizer
portions meant to be shared. It sounded fun and different so we booked a reservation.
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The restaurant is an old summer home built in the late 1800s. It is pretty much a mansion converted into a
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restaurant. It was very cool! We ate in the library but there are lots of rooms and also dining outside with a view of
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Geneva Lake. The waitresses and waiters are all dressed in 1800s fashion and encourage the patrons to barrow
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and wear a hat for the evening which we did.
Our server was Lola and she was really sweet and nice. She was very helpful about explaining the eating style of
the restaurant and our meals was not rushed one bit. We were there for 2 hours! Which for a romantic restaurant I
do not want to be rushed.
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We started our meal with the cheese fondue which came with apples and bread and also the seafood parfait. If you
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love seafood OMG you have to order it! It is a blend of shrimp, crab and lobster with “green goddess” which I
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believe is cream cheese and chives and other spices. Was amazing!!! And very pretty. The cheese fondue was
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swiss which is not a favorite of mine but my husband enjoyed it.
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For our “dinner” we ordered the beef kabobs and beef tenderloin sliders. The sliders were SO good the beef was
tender and flavorful and had grilled onions. The beef kabobs had grilled squash on them and were also tasty. We
also ordered the pretzel bites with 3 mustards, yummy also!
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Dessert was chocolate fondue with pretzels, pineapple, strawberries, graham crackers and marshmallows. We mad
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‘smores! We got the dark and milk chocolates and it was divine!
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The atmosphere of this place is so lovely and romantic it was unlike any restaurant we’d ever dined in! You must go
here for anniversary celebrations or just for sweet quiet night together! We cannot wait to return for our next
anniversary!
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Michalene Melges says:
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September 1, 2011 at 12:38 am
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Rachel, thanks so much for sharing your experience at the Baker House in Lake Geneva. I
absolutely love it there, and have referred many good friends, family and clients there for a one-of-a-kind dining
experience! I appreciate your feedback and hope you make it back to the Baker House for more fun very soon!
Have a terrific day! ~Michalene
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Free Concert at Flat Iron Park in Lake Geneva Every Thursday says:
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[…] streets. Flat Iron Park is directly across the street from The Cove, and just up the road from The Baker House.
Click the Lake Geneva lake map for directions to Flat Iron Park and surrounding Lake Geneva […]
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